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RADIAL TRACTOR
70 SERIES

BIAS TRACTOR
RT100

§ R-1W tread depth is approximately 25% deeper in the center for

improved wet traction
§ Designed for high-horsepower tractors and built to last
§ Multi-angle tread design for excellent wet traction and road wear with
rounded shoulders to minimize soil compaction
§ Designed for tractors to excel in many soil types and conditions

§ Rubber compounded for superior snag resistance and long wear
§ Dual-angle lug design for superior traction, improved transport ride,

excellent self-cleaning, and low soil disturbance
§ Bead-and-rim flange protector reduces downtime
§ Increased lug count for better road wear and ride
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RIB IMPLEMENT
RIB 3

RADIAL TRACTOR
85 SERIES
§ Designed for high-horsepower tractors and built to last with

reinforced lug design
§ Flexible sidewall resulting in smoother ride and a dual-angle lug
design for superior traction, excellent self-cleaning, and low soil
disturbance
§ Revolutionary vibration-resistant lug design provides a smooth ride
and excellent wear
§ New tie bar design increases lug stability and wear

§ Specially fortified rubber stands tough against stubble punctures and

tire erosion
§ Cut-resistant sidewall reduces downtime
§ Shock-fortified nylon-cord body resists impacts
§ Increased tire life via innovative heat dissipation properties
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ROW CORP TRACTOR
95 SERIES
§ Proven multi-angle bar angle delivers ultimate traction
§ Strong Nylon carcass and impact Belts promote long life
§ Tread bar wider than regular R-1 tires for better wear with resistance

to irregular wear
§ Increased crown radius (flat tread), providing a larger footprint, less
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FLOTATION BIAS
FL700
§ Designed for smooth wear on front positions of fertilizer trucks and

free-rolling wheels on tractors, wagons and large implements
§ Gives longer road wear and flotation in wet fields for fertilizer trucks
§ Center lug over lap provides even wear on hard surfaces with flotation

and control in soggy field conditions

soil compaction and uniform tread wear
* The featured products are available as at September 2018, GRI launches
10 new products every month, following the opening of its new factory.

